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Peter B

on
12/09/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have so much fun shooting my 4595 it is pretty dam accurate out to 50 yards 100 yards it hits the target about 6in groups 











Christopher K

on
03/28/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










this weapon is a beast, it doesn’t get to hot, fires in the rain, if it were to hit the dirt it’s doesn’t matter , its built like a tank the iron sights stay accurate. The attachment for the 2 extra mags fixed to the butt stock works like a charm, while engaged having the mags on the weapon allows u to change out faster which when in engaged that extra time matters, all the while the mags on the butt stock is not noticeable, a great hm defense weapon, I’ll never give up mine. 











David W

on
01/23/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent carbine for the price. 











Phil S

on
04/19/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The largest of the weapons ordered, The bolt to retract the breach bolt was not tapped into the breach block, with the correct thread tap. It was very hard to thread the retraction bolt into the breach block. It seemed to want to cross thread. With several tries, I accomplished getting the bolt to thread in. Thus I give Buds 5 stars for service and Hipoint 3 stars for this weapon. Thanks Again for the opportunity to rate the weapon. 











Aaron W

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a lot of fun to shoot. It’s actually my favorite gun to shoot now. 











Lisa F

on
05/22/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










completely satisfied with the entire transaction. the chat people were very helpful and polite. and the order was shipped promptly and correct. thank you buds. the carbine was more than i thought it would be. received it in perfect condition, and i love it. comes with all kinds of extras.hi-point out does itself,. would tell anyone to purchase this product 











Jerry J

on
12/16/2019




Rating:   2 of 5 Stars!










Very shockingly impressed with this Hi Point .45. Shoots very straight with little recoil. Well worth the money and fun to shoot. The only negative I would say about it is that it's a little heavy. Would recommend this gun as just a fun gun to play with nothing serious. 











Andre J

on
03/20/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent firearm. Reliable, Fun To Shoot, & Great quality. Unbeatable Price 











William S

on
06/16/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I ordered the 4595ts from Buds. The order took longer ( about a week) because I ordered it using an EFT and not a card. The price was cheaper however. It arrived at the range with no problems. This one has the accutrigger and the front handle. The trigger is ok, not a lot of slop there. Not too hard to pull the trigger either. The whole rifle is wonderful. I can "draw pictures" with it on the paper targets at 15 yards. This is right out of the box too. No sight tweaking or anything. I took it apart, watching a video on YouTube. No problem to do that. I cleaned it and oiled it, not hard to do at all. I suspect it will do just fine at 100 yards. I've not run +P ammo or a Super 45 through it. I did fire a few 1900fps (on the box) lightweight rounds with no problems. They were going faster than that in the carbine I suspect. They sounded much different than the 230 grain round nose ammo. I have 4 - 20 round mags from Redball for it now. They seem to do just fine. The mag release can't be pushed with the rifle pointed forward with your shooting hand. 











Rafael O

on
06/13/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










For the price it's an awesome caravan. In .45 shoot very accurate not much recoil. It's a good investment to have some fun at the range. 











Lisa N

on
03/25/2018




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I have to say that this is my first rifle but in saying so, I have to add that this is one piece of tactical equipment to be proud to own! I don't have a lot to add as I haven't fired it yet but the weight and balance is excellent and the sights seem to be right on. I wish the clip were larger though. I guess I'll have to look to the company and their recommendations for clips so as not to void the warranty. 











Michael M

on
03/06/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I hesitate to ever say for the money a product is this or that, but in this case for any amount of money this is a nice piece of equipment. It shoots well and shoots straight. Yes there are a couple of things that I would improve on, but for what it is for. It does a good job of doing it. 











Corey B

on
02/26/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Hi point has come long way with their rifles..Lots of folks sleep on the carbines their great.. 











Gregory W

on
12/01/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Bud gun shop 5 stars on Customer Service Hi Point Carbine 4595TS Amazing firearm. Want the Hi Point Carbine 1095TS. 











Terry D T

on
07/10/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Shoots anything. Heavy but built like a tank. 











Jordan J

on
04/22/2017




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Great gun for the price. I took it to an indoor and outdoor shooting range with a maximum of 75 yard. Grouping was 1-2 inches apart. I absolutely love it. The recoil was as expected, that being said I'm a pretty big guy so plenty to absorb. I'd give this gun a 7 out of 10. 











Rumah B

on
08/25/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










It's one ugly gun but my goodness it's a great shooter, right out of the box. Have put 200 rds thoug it with out any problems. It eats everything I put in it. Great carbine for the money. 











Tommy D

on
07/07/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Once again Budsgunshop.com has provided fast service. I ordered this on a Holiday (Independence Day) July 4th. and have it in my hands on July the 7th. Now for the Hi-Point 4595 FGTS, this is a beast of a weapon... I took it directly to the range and broke it in with 200 rounds of Blazer Brass 230 grain FMJ's that I use for all my target shooting. Then I fired 20 rounds of Liberty Halo Point Civil Defense 78 grain just to see how they would do. Not an issue with all 220 rounds. I would definitely recommend both Bud's and the Hi-point 4595 FGTS to anyone trying to make up their minds on buying... 











John P

on
04/26/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Having purchased several firearms from Bud's, their service is second to none. The High Point 4595 was a total surprize! I had wanted a pistol caliber carbine and looked at several. With some hestation I decided to try the High Point after reading mixed reviews from those who hated it to those who swore by it...I don't know what they were like in the early years but this is one fine weapon. Today I went to the range for the first time with 200 rounds of Winchester Win 1911 ammo. After double checking for functionality and obstruction, I began shooting. To my surprise I was shooting a 3" group at 25 yards.... To the point that there was no center in the target. Not once did I have a flyer with this ammo or firearm. I was very surprized at the results. As a former active Marine have shot numerous weapons platforms and 35 years as a civian hunter and shooter not often am I surprized until the weapon is tweaked in. But this weapon performed fantastic right out of the box. I would recommend this rifle to anyone looking for a pistol caliber carbine without regrets! 











Thomas B

on
03/07/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










waited to test fire and break down before I did review. My first impression is this firearm is heavy for a carbine model but has a good feel. I fired 50 rounds of cheap fmj with only one double feed problem with the 14 round pro mag magazine. no problems with factory mags. The carbine breaks down simple and is easy to clean. the only thing I did not like is the carbine has a weird side kick that transfers through the stock into the cheek rest. the sights are east to adjust and are fairly accurate at 25 and 50 yards. This carbine would make a good short range hi impact firearm 











Stephen B

on
07/19/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Will eat anything you feed it,200+ rounds of various types of ammo, and no issues at all,a couple of people at the range came over to see what I was shooting, they were impressed with the accuracy and the fact that it was a hi - point, dispite the price and brand, it really shoots like a Lincoln Town Car or Cadillac whichever you prefer, but it does shoot nice, just purchase a couple of extra magazine's cause the single 9 rounder it comes with isn't hardly enough 











Paul F

on
05/04/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I bought this gun, and added the red dot scope and the compensator to it. It shoots great! This is a nice gun despite the low cost. Proof that you don't have to spend a lot of cash to get a quality gun anymore! 











Rocko H

on
11/18/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I must admit that Hi Point surprised me with this carbine! Before firing at the range I made a minor adjustment to my single point sling, decided not to attach the handgrip and clipped a target up 20 yards. I then popped three rounds that all hit just above the headline on the paper target, no sweat, so I used the handy tool included to adjust the elevation by a 16th and wow! The next three were all head shots, then I moved the target out 40 yards and hit two head shots and one neck on the paper target! Bottom line this carbine is compact, ergonomically is easy to use (even for a lefty), has very little recoil, barely any muzzle rise and at under $350 with a lifetime guarantee it definitely can hold its own. Thanks Bud's for prompt and proper shipping!! 











Mark J

on
02/12/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Just got my gun! Although there where a few challenges putting the foreword grip on, this thing looks and feels awesome! I can't wait to shoot it. Very pleased with Buds and my gun. I'll be Back" 











Edward M

on
08/18/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Fun gun. You get what you pay for. This rifle isn't exactly pretty but it works and is very reliable. Not the easiest breakdown for cleaning, the fore grip that comes with it is kinda a joke, and mine had some finish issues, but the thing shoots great and has a comfortable feel. Kinda want one in 9mm to cut ammo costs but the .45 is mean and has next to no kick. Unless you wanna put down a lot more money on a Beretta or a Just Right Carbine then this is what you should go with. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat

Ask the Community
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